WHY GOD IS BLESSING TAYLOR UNIVERSITY

Because He knows that we are walking in all the light that He gives. Because He knows that we will be true to HIM at any cost. Because He knows that nothing short of continuous evangelism will satisfy our hearts. He was with the SCHOOL mightily all year and this SUMMER He is blessing the soul saving campaigns in a great way. Scores of sinners are being converted and believers are being mightily baptized with the Holy Spirit. Taylor University GOSPEL TEAMS are seeing victories of GRACE equal to those of the early church.

Because He knows that we are determined to pay as we go and accept every dollar that comes as a TRUST and use it as directed.

Because He knows that we are determined to have a faculty that are thoroughly trained but along with their scholarship have Christ at the center of their lives and be able to lead the youth of today to know Christ personally.

Because He knows that we are trying to train youth to take JESUS SERIOUSLY and to feel that they must take Jesus and His blessed Gospel to all men everywhere.

Because these fundamental truths are a part of the Articles of Association of The William Taylor Foundation which are on file with the Secretary of the State of Indiana.

Quotation below from Articles IV and V:

"The fundamental doctrines of evangelical Christianity as set forth in the common Christian creeds are accepted.

"The Bible is recognized as the Word of God showing God's progressive revelation of his own thought and will to man.

"The integrity of the Holy Scriptures and the personal identity of the Holy Spirit in the work of glorifying Christ are not questioned.

"The subject of the Bible is redemption, inspired by the love of God the Father, grounded in the atoning sacrifice of God the eternal Son, and made effective to the human soul by God the eternal Spirit.

"The great reproducible experiences of evangelical Christianity as taught in the Bible, such as the new birth, or conversion of the sinner, and the baptism of the Holy Spirit for the believer, are taught as the privilege of every one.

"As a result of these blessed experiences coming to us through this glorious gospel we joyfully acknowledge our obligation to carry the good news of God's grace to all men everywhere.

ARTICLE V

"The school. Taylor University, shall be interdenominational in its service; and a member of any Christian denomination who is in harmony with the doctrine and policy of the school . . . shall be eligible to a place on the faculty or board of control. Taylor University SHALL BE MAINTAINED WITH ITS TRADITIONAL MISSIONARY AND EVANGELISTIC POLICIES AND ITS ATTITUDE TO THE HOLY SCRIPTURES AS THE WORD OF GOD. It shall seek to maintain an atmosphere stimulating to spiritual aspiration and to the practice of Christian ethics. It shall cultivate an attitude of respect for and interest in the organized church."

DAY OF PRAYER

Taylor has lived because of the prayers of her devoted consecrated friends. Let there be a volume of prayer go up this day for all the needs of Taylor. Taylor can live only as God puts His seal upon the school. Last year was a glorious year for which we all are profoundly thankful. It was a great year in real salvation work. We want the school to open with the blessed Spirit of Christ resting upon students and faculty.

Pray that the way may be opened for these choice students who want to come but have not been able to find the means with which to meet expenses. How it stirs our hearts to get these letters and not be able to offer them enough help so that they can get in school. Pray that God will touch the heart of friends to help them through.

Pray that God will lay it upon the hearts of friends to become members of The William Taylor Foundation. This is the Foundation that operates the school. 2,500 memberships of ten dollars each would solve the endowment problem.

Pray that Taylor University may be kept true to the faith once delivered to the saints.

Again I say let every friend of Taylor make this a day of fasting and prayer for God's mighty blessing upon the school.

Taylor, for the last three years, has been having a day of prayer and fasting. God has been mightily answering from His throne and it is the testimony of those of us who have been at the school for these years that it has been His own blessed leadership that has kept the school going, and now when it seems the school is moving out into a greater period of usefulness we want prayer more than ever.
DR. JAMES CHARBONNIER

“We were present the day that Dr. Stuart interviewed Dr. Charbonnier of Buffalo and tested him thoroughly on such fundamental and vital issues as the Virgin Birth, the Resurrection, the Cross, the baptism of the Holy Spirit subsequent to conversion and many of the facts of Scripture. As he answered each question asked, we were amazed at the depth of scholarship and sincerity of the man. With perfect control and ease he opened to us the great reproducible experiences which he had in his own heart life and never once did he falter or stammer as he talked about the Bible as the inspired Word of God to mankind. We readily saw that he was a man of seemingly limitless knowledge not only in the field of Theology, Greek or Hebrew but also in fields of modern sciences and current events. We were greatly impressed and deeply inspired by his tender spirit and realized that we were sitting at the feet of a genuine Christian gentleman thoroughly equipped to guide youth through the deep waters of modern problems.”

—Taylor Varsity Quartet

July 30, 1934

President Robert Lee Stuart, D.D.
Upland, Indiana

Dear Dr. Stuart:

It is with much satisfaction that I learn that you are taking Dr. James Charbonnier, President of the Buffalo Methodist Preachers Meeting and pastor of Normal Park Methodist Episcopal Church, on the Taylor Faculty. Born and reared in Geneva, Switzerland, he received his A.B. from Geneva University. Coming to America he took his M.A. from Yale and his B.D. from Drew. While in Yale he received an appointment as Tutor in the tutoring school. Later he taught in the Madison Academy. He is religious correspondent for several European Religious periodicals now.

You will find him competent to teach almost anything you may desire, languages, religion, philosophy, history, et al. But the fine thing about him, as we have known him, is his Christian spirit. He believes in the highest and best in the spiritual life, and practices it in his re-

Heads Greek Department

DR. JAMES CHARBONNIER

Taylor University is offering advanced work in the field of Bible, theology and other kindred subjects. Dr. Charbonnier will teach New Testament Greek, and some subjects in Bible and theology.

He has his Bachelor of Arts degree from Geneva University, his Bachelor of Divinity degree from Drew University, his Master of Arts from Yale University, and his Doctor of Belles Letters in Pectore from Geneva University. The students will marvel at his scholarship but will find him blessedly Christian and a real friend of YOUTH.

Mrs. Charbonnier is a choice lady and the campus family will enjoy her.

Taylor University is prepared to give one year or more of advanced work for which credit will be given by many of the leading seminaries of America. Why not plan to get your Bible and religious education work in the blessed spiritual college atmosphere that you find on Taylor’s campus?

Send for special booklet describing this work.

Liberal concessions granted to those who are doing this work. To college graduates who are taking advanced work in these fields, no room rent will be charged, provided there are two in a room.

TWO IMMEDIATE NEEDS OF TAYLOR

1. The student attendance must be increased. These splendid modern buildings have never been filled. Taylor can handle 500 students. Do your best to send a student this year. Check over every possibility in your group and get at least one student for Taylor. What greater work could you do the Kingdom than to get a student into the blessed Christian atmosphere that is found at Taylor. A leading man of the East the other day said it would not take the fingers of one hand to count the colleges of the type of Taylor University. Here you will find the highest scholastic standards in the midst of a blessed Christian atmosphere. Do your best to send a student to Taylor for September 12th of this year.

2. Memberships in The William Taylor Foundation. This is vital and fundamental to the life of the school. The membership is ten dollars a year. You can spare this much and if you can not send it all at once send a dollar a month until it is paid. Certainly there are 2,500 Christian people who are interested in the type of Christian education going on at Taylor. Colleges will not likely find the large gifts soon but all of us must give to our limit to carry on a college that is doing the kind of work Taylor University is doing. Join immediately yourself and interest others in becoming members of The William Taylor Foundation.

Faithfully as Ever,

Melvin J. Hill
President Western New York Alumni Assn.
NEW DEAN OF WOMEN

When it was found this Summer that Miss Gerkin was going to Hartford Seminary to finish her work and that she would not be back to Taylor, President Stuart wrote to Dean Cable of Nyack, along with a number of other educators, asking them to suggest some one as Dean of Women and Dean Cable answered immediately commending Miss Gerkin in the highest terms. After a thorough investigation and a personal interview Miss Gerkin was selected to fill this important position.

She is thoroughly trained and in perfect harmony with the high standards of Taylor University. She is a graduate of Nyack Bible School. She has her A.B. from Wheaton. Her Master of Arts is from Columbia. She has a Master of Religious Education from the Biblical Seminary in New York. She also spent one term at Taylor University.

She taught for five years in Colorado Womans College. Besides teaching in other colleges she taught one year in public schools and has had three years of clinical and pathological work.

Miss Gerkin is a blessedly saved Christian woman and our parents and young women will find in her a real counsellor.

She will teach some subjects in Religious Education and Bible.

Miss Gerkin has done educational and evangelistic work in China under the Christian and Missionary Alliance Board. She has travelled widely and will bring to her work at Taylor a consecrated life that wants to use all of this for the glory of God in the education of Christian youth.

HEALTH OF THE STUDENTS

Taylor has been unusually blest with good health on her campus. There are reasons for this. The grounds and buildings are ideal. The food is good and the meals are planned by an expert.

Besides the splendid Dean of Women who will be looking after every interest of the girls there will be two graduate nurses in the dormitories who will be looking after the health of the young people. This will make it possible so that when any student needs to be in the hospital unit for a few days that a trained nurse will be there for whatever service is needed.

MISS FOUST

"We found in Miss Foust during our contact with her one of the sweetest Christian characters we have ever been privileged to meet. She is one who has allowed her higher education to draw her closer to the heart of her Saviour and prepare her for a greater depth of work with young people. Because of her missionary accomplishments and educational work in China for some years, she comes to us adequately prepared to act as counselor and instructor not of the women alone, but of the whole student body. Her life's work has been extensive and successful and carries with it the highest possible recommendations from one of the finest Christian groups of our day, the Christian and Missionary Alliance.

"As a quartet we were very deeply impressed with her gentleness of character, sweetness of personality and depth of intellect, all of which we feel are necessary qualifications of the best dean of women."

—Taylor Varsity Quartet

Dennis—Titus—Long—York

Blind Woman's Gift of Gold

President Stuart made an appeal for the young people who wanted to come to Taylor one morning as he was speaking over the radio from Buffalo. He told the story of a blessedly saved orphan girl who wanted to get to Taylor this year.

A blind woman was listening in and was touched by the need. Her husband who died some two years ago had given her a ten-dollar gold piece. It was very precious to her and she had not found anything precious enough for which to use that ten-dollar gold piece until she heard the story of this orphan girl. She sent the ten dollars to start a fund to put that worthy young woman in Taylor this school year.

The other day I was telling the story of the gold piece and a boy came up to me afterwards and said here are two nickles to help pay the way of that orphan girl. Will you send your gifts to take care of this situation so that President Stuart can tell her to come on.

In your prayer for Taylor University please do not forget the many young people who want to come but do not have the funds.

ATTENTION, CAMPS AND BIBLE CONFERENCES

Begin planning right now for next season. Taylor University can furnish the entire program if you like. These well-trained and blessedly saved quartets can lead the singing, handle the young people's work and do effective service for the children and along with it you have the advantage of a male quartet.

Taylor has the preachers and Bible teachers to carry on an effective program. Churches, camps and other groups who want a great time of real full salvation get in touch with Taylor University and some real salvation work can be carried out in your community.

God has been blessing this Summer in a wonderful way for which we are profoundly thankful. There is nothing quite so inspiring as to see these fine upstanding young people praying, singing, testifying and working for Jesus. It has been a constant stream of salvation all Summer long.

Write to Taylor for week-end dates and holiday meetings during the school year.
FROM A MEMBER OF THE TAYLOR FAMILY TO DR. AYRES

"What I have in mind to briefly say is that it is my conviction that this is Taylor's day. There is no doubt at all that most of the denominational schools have departed very much from their heritage and expectation. There is coming a day when these church schools are going to reap what they are sowing and it will be to give a justifiable reason for their existence. What more are they than our state schools? Just think of denominational schools sponsoring dancing and assigning rooms for the girls for smoking. Girls that will smoke do not have so very far to go before becoming drinkers. 'I tell you the situation is or should be one of grave concern. A college that caters for wealth by compromising with moral standards will have to meet their day—a law that can not be overlooked.

"Taylor will do well to be intensely spiritual. Why can not that be done without being doggedly doctrinal? Let conversion and the witness of the Spirit, forgiveness and consecration be clearly taught but accept the earnestness of persons even if they do not express their faith in just the terms that we have thought right. Taylor has been wholesome in this respect and it is for this reason that Taylor will be able to render the service generally needed today." (Taylor University allows no card playing, dancing or smoking on her campus by either boys or girls. And you will find here one of the happiest student bodies in the country because the great things of life have the right of way.)

Teaches English

Miss Geraldine Allbritten

Miss Allbritten who has her Bachelor of Arts degree from Southwestern College of Winfield, Kansas, and her Master of Arts from the University of Kansas, will teach English at Taylor when school opens in September. She will also have the physical education work for the young women of the College.

She comes to her task with splendid training and experience and with the very highest commendations from those who know her and her work.

TWO THINGS ALL OF YOU CAN DO FOR TAYLOR—Send students and your gifts to help carry on.

Taylor's Twenty-Four-Hour Prayer League

Dear friends, we are asking that you spend much time in prayer for the school. Taylor must ring true to the OLD BOOK. Taylor must have a high educational standard but it must lead her students to know CHRIST personally and to open their minds and hearts to receive the COMFORTER in His fullness.

Through your prayers God has given us a great year and we are looking forward to a great time of victory this new school year. Please continue to pray that every need spiritually and temporarily will be met.

Write us giving your name and address and telling us the hour that you are praying for Taylor.

FINE GROUP OF NEW STUDENTS FROM TOLEDO

It looks now as if there would be ten new students from Toledo when school opens in September. What a fine group this will be. Betty Lee Peck is certainly a booster for dear old Taylor.

If every student will really work and the alumni and friends rally as they ought there will be a great increase in the student body this next year. Now is the time to see the last possible student and do your best to interest them in Taylor.

The student body have certainly gone out happy this Summer and everywhere we find them at work for Taylor U. Miss Catlin and Miss White from Poughkeepsie expect to bring back new students with them. Dr. Stuart and the QUARTET had a fine time in Rev. Catlin's Church in Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

School Opens September 12th. Freshman Day Tuesday, September 11th. YOU WILL BE GLAD THAT YOU SELECTED TAYLOR AS YOUR SCHOOL. NO FINER GROUP OF STUDENTS WILL GATHER ON ANY CAMPUS THIS YEAR.

Expenses for one year, including board, room and tuition, approximately $390. Attractive Honor Scholarships are offered, $100 a year for four years, making a total of $400. A limited number of Service Scholarships available. Good Will Scholarships are offered which are of interest to bondholders.

Write at once for further information to TAYLOR UNIVERSITY Upland, Indiana
Summer Tour of 1934
By Robert Dennis

As a member of the Taylor University Quartet, I have just completed my fourth summer tour. As we try to review the work of this summer it is with joy and thanksgiving that we report the greatest tour of all in introducing Taylor to young people and also acquainting youth with Christ. This summer has been a continuous flow of salvation work and we have come to see that Christ is winning young people and is satisfying their needs in every phase life can know.

Our first campaign was held in the First Methodist Church of Dixon, Illinois. Regardless of the fact that no souls had been saved in that place for the past five years, we saw about sixty young folks of high school and college age meet a personal Saviour whom they accepted into their hearts. This same scene was repeated in Toledo, Columbus and Buffalo.

Besides our work in churches it was our privilege to visit numerous camp meetings and Bible conferences and come in contact with choice groups of our type. The entire tour covered about 8,000 miles and everywhere we served, young people were eager to learn of a Christian school because they are feeling the great need of Christian education.

Because of the great work that Taylor is doing, in this day of opposition to the Gospel and personal experience, she must go on. To go on, she needs the support of every one who is desirous of seeing Christianity spread in our country today. We have found young people all over the country who are thoroughly saved and consecrated to God and are begging for an education in such a school as Taylor. Pray that the way may be opened for such sincere and earnest young people to find Christ and enter Taylor.

Just a few concrete examples of some of the work accomplished this summer may show in a greater way the power of Christ is getting hold of the hearts of youth today. While in Dixon, Illinois, for a week, the entire program was turned over to the quartet to handle in any way we felt would do the most good. Group meetings for the young people were held each afternoon and the attendance numbered an average of forty. These meetings were used as preparation for the evening service which we made entirely evangelical and giving the appeal for young folks to find Christ and abandon their whole lives to Him. Among the sixty souls saved in that week, there was an orphan girl who came into a very vital experience with the Master. A few months after the close of the meetings, she wrote to Taylor University to seek a college education. Because she was such a choice young lady, she had been retained at the home longer than is the custom. She wants to enter Taylor and prepare for Christian work but does not have sufficient funds to carry it out. Pray that the way will be opened for such young people to enter Taylor.

---

Voice Department

Prof. Raymond F. Kreiner

Mr. Kreiner has his training from Cornell College of Iowa and Oberlin Conservatory of Music. He and his cultured wife come to the Taylor family with the very highest of commendations.

He has had much experience in Gospel Team and quartet work and along with his individual voice training he will help Taylor University further her work of evangelism through Gospel teams and quartets.

---

Gospel Team Echoes

It has been with rejoicing that I have received the reports of Gospel teams and quartets this summer. There have been two quartets and a Gospel team in services this summer.

Such statements as these have come from the boys this summer: "There is no work more fascinating in the world than the Lord's work." "I have never known such joy in life as I have found this summer in seeing people brought to Christ."

I am going to give you an account of one service as it was given to me by the three boys who are working together on the Gospel team. "It stormed and rained during the service tonight. The lightning flashed and the thunder crashed. Just as Blaine was near the climax of his message the lights went out, but he asked the people to hold steady, and he finished the message and gave the invitation. With only the violin accompaniment we sang the invitation hymns. It was extremely dark, but as the lightning flashed we could see them coming to the altar, until, as the lightning flashed again and again we could see them kneeling, the altar filled. It was a beautiful scene, and one which we shall always remember. Then came the lights—and the testimonies of the redeemed." The young people have conducted the meetings entirely by themselves, and it is rather strange that it has been mainly from the young people that the converts have been reached. Young people are hungry to know something REAL and vital, and they are coming to find that which so fills the lives of the young men who preach and sing and work with them. This summer young people have been saved whose parents are not active Christians, and they have gone into their homes with a testimony of what Christ has done for them, knowing it would bring criticism to them.

The way has not been bright for the boys. In many churches they find the people cold and unresponsive, and they have had to pray and work with very little encouragement. However, in almost every meeting held this summer there have been some victories, and in all there has been seed sown which may bring forth fruit in due season. — G. L. L.
When the fiscal year closed June 30th, 1934, it was found that the school had kept "out of the red" and all salaries and every obligation for the year had been met. This is a victory for which we profoundly thank God.

Due to the careful planning of the finance committee and the Board of Directors, and the gifts of kind friends, this record was made possible.

It is written into the fundamental organization of the school that this record must be continued. It would seem that this would encourage friends to put their money into Taylor University to help carry on this outstanding piece of effective Christian education.

Act Now for Taylor University

There is a feeling of confidence everywhere among the students, alumni and friends of Taylor but it must be the confidence that gets immediate action. New students must fill her halls. Those splendid buildings have never been filled. New members must be gotten for The William Taylor Foundation.

You can secure the future of Taylor by acting now. With the financial problems "ironed out" and the fine record of this last year, it has put new courage in every heart. But these are difficult times. Every friend must do his best and do it at once. September 12th will soon be here. Many students can not go to more expensive schools. Now is the time to present Taylor to them. We must not be too confident for it is going to take active support from every student, alumnus, parent and friend.

What a future Taylor will have if the friends will all rally together. Act now for the old school.

FROM PERRY HAINES OF CORRY, PA.

Dr. Stuart and the Varsity Quartet stopped the other night at Corry and found Perry with four new students already lined up, and he hoped to get the fifth one before school opens.

One of the new students is Perry’s brother, a fine looking chap who was captain of the basket ball team last year.

NEW EDITION OF SAMUEL MORRIS BOOKLET JUST OFF THE PRESS

Send for your copy. Five cents each or $3.50 per hundred.

This story of this African Prince has blest people all over the world. Many are sending for quantities and giving them away. Many great revivals have been started by the reading of this booklet.

The same Holy Spirit that so mightily used Sammy Morris broods over Taylor’s campus today.

FROM MRS. HERBERT F. WRIGHT

A WEEK IN BUFFALO
Dear Doctor Stuart:

Just a line to say that I believe your visit here with the Taylor Male Quartet has done a very great deal to bring the University before the city and to keep it in the minds of prospective students.

The broadcasting of yourself and the quartet has struck a responsive chord, and many are speaking to me about your work. You may be sure that it is gratifying to me that my Alma Mater is becoming better known here. Keep up the good work of advertising the school. Many more people would be glad to have their children in Taylor if they knew more of the school.

You may be interested to know that I took 24 more young people into full membership yesterday. University Church is doing business despite the depression. We haven’t much money, but what we have we are dispensing.

—M. J. Hill, Pastor
University M. E. Church
Buffalo, N. Y.
Three-fold Life Developed By
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY

"The College That Cares for the Soul"

In this day when many institutions are stressing one side of a man’s life to the neglect of others Taylor University is determined to keep the middle of the road and develop the entire man.

The physical needs of a student are not overlooked at Taylor University. Ample opportunity is given for all to have the exercise and physical play which is so necessary to a young person’s life.

Recognizing the primary purpose for which a school is established Taylor University makes scholarship and development of mental powers a prime necessity for each student.

Taylor University recognizes the spiritual needs of young people to be as real and vital as mental and physical needs. She constantly strives to make known to her students the Christ who is the true source of all wisdom and truth.

At Taylor University the true meaning of Christian education is being demonstrated.

Personal Word from President Stuart

Taylor University is gathering together upon her campus a group of the choicest youth of America. These students come from many states in the union and from many foreign countries because of the type of education which Taylor offers.

Taylor University requires the highest scholastic standards, and also maintains a blessedly sane spiritual atmosphere that develops genuine Christian character.

Taylor University is interdenominational in its service, and every student from evangelical Christianity will be at home on Taylor’s campus. The tradition of Taylor University is to place Christ at the center of one’s life. In this ideal atmosphere students declare, “Taylor University gives me the light of intellectual truth together with an unwavering faith in Jesus Christ.”

Gospel dissemination is a vital part of Taylor’s student life.

The week-end Gospel Team trips made by Taylor University students were the source of untold blessing and help to many hearts this past year.

The approach of Taylor’s Gospel Team worker is fearless and positive yet tactful and tender.

The tomorrows will be better because of today’s Gospel program at Taylor University.

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY

The highest type of Christian education in regularly accredited College of Liberal Arts by the State Board of Education of Indiana.

School of Music with splendid faculty.

Modern buildings with capacity for 500 students. Located on one of the most beautifully landscaped campuses in the country.

Highly trained Christian faculty who take a personal interest in their students.

A well-equipped gymnasium under the supervision of a capable director.

No smoking, no card playing, no dancing.

Teaches the Bible as the inspired Word of God.

For further information write
PRESIDENT OF TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
Upland, Indiana
Why We Are Coming Back

At Commencement Time Students Are Sorry to Leave
Taylor University

With the Beginning of a New School Year They Are
Delighted to Return

WHY?
Because of Taylor's

Scholarship
Taylor offers a Liberal Arts Course which is accredited by the State Board of Education of Indiana. Its faculty is strong. It constantly holds high scholastic ideals before her students. Not only does she offer opportunity for students to acquire information and a knowledge of facts, but Taylor professors constantly emphasize correct habits of study which are a prime necessity to an education. To this end the personal attention given the individual student by his teachers is of great value. Scholastically Taylor University is always striving to take her place in the front rank along with the best of colleges.

Fellowship
It is conceded by Taylor Alumni and students that there is something about life at Taylor which "gets one." This thought is expressed by the president of the Alumni Association down to the freshman of one year's experience. The cause for this feeling of fellowship is found no doubt in the spiritual life of the students. In Christ-centered lives is found a comradship known nowhere else. As Christian students study, work and play together the meaning of true friendship unfolds. The fellowship of the Taylor "family" is known the world over.

Campus
It is impossible to operate a college without some material equipment. In this regard Taylor University is especially favored. For a school of her size Taylor is well equipped. The campus is a thing of beauty, the buildings are attractive and comfortable. On the campus are seven fine brick buildings, one of which is a splendid modern dormitory with 180 well-equipped rooms and a fine group of beautifully furnished parlors. Her library and laboratories are well furnished. Her new gymnasium is a building of which every student is rightfully proud.

Bishop Leonard of the Methodist Episcopal Church, who gave the Commencement address at Taylor University, June 5, 1934, said in a recent letter to President Stuart: "I was very much impressed with the entire situation at Taylor University. The University seems to have outlived the period of discrediting criticism and has won its way by its splendid scholastic requirements as well as by the remarkable Christian spirit that it engenders."